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Abstract: The possibility of transforming a diatomite-rich waste from the brewing industry into
synthetic zeolites has been investigated. After precalcination at 550 ◦C to eliminate the retained
organic matter, the clean diatomite (Dt; with a Si/Al molar ratio of 17.4), was hydrothermally treated
for 24 h with continuous stirring in a 3M NaOH solution at 80 ◦C. The results of mineralogical
characterization by X-ray diffraction with Rietveld refinement have shown a crystallization of 55%
of zeolite P, which was neoformed from the amorphous phase, opal-CT and quartz of the starting
sample. The spectra obtained by Fourier Transform Infrared Spectrometry have corroborated such
zeolitization. N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms have shown that the zeolitized material (Dt-Z) is
mesoporous, with almost 60% more specific surface area than Dt (62.6 m2/g vs. 39.4 m2/g), greater
microporosity and 40% smaller average pore size than Dt (71 Å vs. 118 Å). This study is a first
approximation to know the potential of diatomite wastes as zeolite precursors, for which additional
research including an aluminum source will be required.

Keywords: zeolite; diatomite; waste valorization; hydrothermal synthesis; NaOH

1. Introduction

Diatomite, also called diatomaceous earth, is a type of sedimentary rock formed
by the fossilization of unicellular algae called diatoms. Its composition is mainly rich
in hydrated amorphous or opaline silica, being chemically stable and inert. The holed
structural pattern of diatomite gives it very interesting physical properties, which has
led this material to be commonly used in different industrial processes as an absorbent,
filter medium, thermal insulator, filler, catalyst carrier, among others [1,2]. Accordingly,
diatomite has been exploited for more than a century and is used in large quantities due to
its low cost [3,4]. Among other applications, diatomite is used in the agri-food industry as
a filter medium in the production of wine and beer, generating large quantities of waste
rich in this material, in this case saturated in organic matter. From an environmental and
economic perspective, different strategies are being considered to valorize these wastes,
not only to obtain new products with added value, but also to reduce their potential
hazardousness [3,4].

Among the potential options is the possibility of synthesizing zeolites from raw mate-
rials rich in diatomite, preferably in residual form. Zeolites are microporous aluminosilicate
minerals, made up of TO4 tetrahedrons (where T is Si or Al) assembled with oxygen
bonds. Zeolites, whether natural or synthesized, present a wide variety of nanoporous
crystalline structures with interconnected cages. Due to their nanostructure, zeolites can be
considered advanced materials whose application is very wide as a catalyst in chemical
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processes, adsorbent of cations and organic molecules, desalination processes, gas sepa-
ration, etc. [4,5]. There are several publications that cover the study of the synthesis of
zeolites from (fundamentally natural) diatomites, some of which are summarized below.

Shan et al. [6] manufactured (Fe,Al)-ZSM-5 zeolite microspheres with meso- and
macroporosity from natural diatomite, using different reagents (NaOH, tetrapropylam-
monium bromide (TPABr), NaCl and distilled water). The zeolite was hydrothermally
synthesized in an autoclave for 6 days at 180 ◦C, with subsequent removal of TPABr by cal-
cination at 550 ◦C. Paper sludge ash in combination with different proportions of diatomite
as silica source were used by Wajima et al. [7] to obtain zeolite Na-P1 (zeolite P). The zeolite
crystallization process was carried out by hydrothermal means in an Erlenmeyer flask
for 24 h at 90 ◦C, using a 3M NaOH solution as alkaline medium. The zeolite obtained
presented the capacity to eliminate NH4

+ and PO4
3−, having potential application in water

filtration. Jia et al. [8] produced zeolites with hierarchical porosity from a commercial
diatomite. Once several steps were completed, the final zeolitization process was carried
out in an autoclave at 150 ◦C for 72 h. After applying a scrubbing treatment on a commercial
diatomite in order to remove impurity phases, Du et al. [9] synthesized zeolite P using
NaOH, Al(OH)3 and deionized water as chemical reagents. The zeolitization was carried
out by the authors using a water bath at 90 ◦C, studying different treatment times (4–24 h).

For their part, Yao et al. [10] used a commercial diatomite, NaOH and Al(OH)3
to synthesize zeolite X. After a first stage of aging at different times and temperatures
between 0–120 min and 30–60 ◦C, zeolites were obtained by hydrothermal treatment also
studying different conditions, between 90–120 ◦C and 3–9 h. Servatan et al. [11] synthesized
mesoporous zeolites using a diatomite exploited in an Iranian mine. The synthesis process
covered different stages, including, precalcination; acid treatment; treatment with TPABr,
sodium aluminate and NaOH; hydrothermal treatment at 170 ◦C for 60 h; treatment
with NH4NO3 and final calcination. As a result, the authors obtained ZSM-5 zeolites of
good quality. In a relatively recent study, Stafin et al. [4] used diatomaceous earth wastes
from beer filtration. Apart from distilled water, the diatomite was mixed with NaOH
and Al(NO3)3·9H2O as aluminum source. Both a conventional hydrothermal treatment
route (100 ◦C at different times between 3 and 24 h) and through microwaves for 170 s
were investigated. Zeolite NaP1, hydrosodalite, sodalite and cancrinite were obtained as
products of interest, concluding that microwave treatment can also be very effective.

The present study aims to deepen the knowledge of the synthesis of zeolites from
diatomite. In this case, a primary route to know the potential of diatomite wastes as zeolite
precursors will be looked for. If adequate, it will pave the way for additional research to
obtain quality zeolites from diatomite wastes. It will be especially relevant the non-addition
of any aluminum source, so that, unlike what has been presented so far in the literature,
silicon-rich diatomaceous earths will be used as the only precursor in the zeolite synthesis.
Furthermore, considering the current guidelines of sustainability and circular economy,
another of the main objectives is not to use natural raw materials, so the feasibility of a
residual diatomite from the brewing industry will be studied as a precursor in zeolitization.

2. Materials and Methods

The diatomite residue used in this investigation came from the filter earths used in the
beer brewing process of the Heineken company at its plant located in Jaén (Spain). Once
dried in an oven at 105 ◦C, this material was ready to be used without the need for grinding,
since its particle size presented a high fineness (all the material passed through the 63-µm
sieve). Thus, the energy and economic costs of milling would be eliminated, an aspect
that is especially positive if the zeolitization protocol described were to be scaled up to an
industrial level. The diatomite’s chemical composition (obtained by X-ray fluorescence
using a Thermo ARL ADVANT’XP Sequential XRF equipment) is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Chemical composition of the diatomite residue used in this research as received and after
calcination at 550 ◦C (data in percentage).

Diatomite SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 K2O MgO CaO TiO2 Na2O P2O5 SO3 LOI

As received 76.8 3.8 1.5 1.0 0.2 0.8 0.4 0.7 0.3 0.03 14.5
Calcined (Dt) 89.8 4.4 1.8 1.1 0.2 0.9 0.4 0.8 0.4 0.03 0.0

The high percentage of loss on ignition (LOI) is attributable to the organic matter
retained in the diatomite mineral matrix during the filtration process in beer production.
Accordingly, the diatomite waste was calcined at 550 ◦C for 5 h in a muffle to remove the
organic matter. On the other hand, as expected, the SiO2 content is predominant, reaching
a value of almost 90% after calcination (Table 1), since silicon is the main component of
diatomaceous earths. Far below, the second element present is aluminum (∼4%), followed
by lower proportions of iron and alkali and alkaline earth metals, among others. The
presence of these elements could be due to impurities in the diatomite itself, as well as to
substances retained in its structure during filtration. Despite this, the chemical composition
of Table 1 is in the same order as others found in the literature for diatomaceous earths from
different sources and countries [12]. As a result, the Si/Al molar ratio of the raw material is
high (Si/Al = 17.4).

After that, the clean diatomite (Dt) was subjected to hydrothermal treatment with
a 3M NaOH solution. The liquid (NaOH solution)/solid (mass of Dt) ratio used was 10,
specifically 10 g of Dt in 100 mL of NaOH solution. The mixture was kept under constant
magnetic stirring for 24 h at 80 ◦C in a closed Erlenmeyer flask [7]. On completion of the
24 h of hydrothermal stirring, the suspension was filtered and washed with distilled water
until a neutral pH was reached. The sediment finally obtained was dried at 105 ◦C in
an oven and subsequently characterized. The sample obtained after this treatment was
named Dt-Z.

The quantitative mineralogical composition of the original Dt and the phases formed
from it was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PANalytical® diffractometer
X’Pert Pro model. For this analysis, polycrystalline powder diffractograms were obtained
after adding ~25 wt.% alumina to the sample in order to determine both the crystalline
and amorphous phases by Rietveld refinement [13,14]. The measurement conditions were
as follows: 45 kV, 40 mA, Cu radiation, soller slit of 0.04 rad, antiscattering slit of 1/2◦,
divergence slit of 1/8◦, step size of 0.0167, counting time (s) of 130, Bragg-Brentano HD
module and X’celerator detector. The Rietveld analysis of the sample was carried out
with the HSP program of Panalytical. It is important to note that the quantification of
mineral/amorphous phases is not an aspect usually addressed in other studies shown in
the literature, which are limited exclusively to phase identification, making this a point of
special interest in this research. The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms at 77 K of both Dt
and the resulting zeolites (Dt-Z) were obtained using Surface Area and Porosity Analyzer–
Model ASAP 2420 manufactured by Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, deducing the
Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area, the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) mesopore
characteristics, as well as the micropore volume based on the Density Functional Theory
(DFT). The chemical bonds generated during the zeolitization was studied by Fourier
Transform Infrared Spectrometry (FTIR) using a Bruker Vertex 70v equipment, applying
the Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) method. The spectra were obtained between 4000
and 400 cm−1 and a resolution of 2 cm−1.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. XRD Analysis: Mineralogical Transformations

Figure 1 shows the diffractograms obtained from the XRD test applied to Dt and Dt-Z,
while a summary of the quantification by Rietveld method of the different phases is shown
in Table 2. The diatomite used in this research has a fundamentally amorphous nature
(81.2%), which makes it a material with, a priori, good zeolitization potential. Considering
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the chemical composition shown in Table 1, such an amorphous phase would be mainly
composed of SiO2. In smaller proportions, Dt also presents opal-CT (11.1%) and quartz
(7.7%) as the only crystalline phases present in the original sample. However, as can be seen
in Figure 1 and Table 2, the alkaline hydrothermal treatment has produced very significant
changes both in the proportions of these original phases and in the neoformation of new
ones. Thus, Dt-Z contains only 39.2% and is amorphous phase; it does not contain opal-CT
and its quartz proportion has also been reduced to 4.3 %. In addition, new minerals have
crystallized. As a minor species, calcite (1.6%) has been neoformed, whose crystallization
could have been due to the presence of Ca2+ ions that have reacted with dissolved CO2
during the hydrothermal agitation. However, calcite’s contribution to the mineralogy
of Dt-Z is not very relevant if compared to zeolite-P, whose crystallization fulfills the
objective of this research, also being the predominant phase in Dt-Z, representing 55% of
the total sample.
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Figure 1. XRD diagrams of Dt and Dt-Z. Q = Quartz; O = Opal-CT; Std = Standard (Al2O3); C =
Calcite; Z = Zeolite P.

Table 2. Quantitative mineralogical composition of the diatomite (Dt) and the material obtained after
hydrothermal treatment (Dt-Z). Data in percentage. ∆ % represent the percentage.

Amorphous Opal-CT Quartz Calcite Zeolite P

Dt 81.2 11.1 7.7 – –
Dt-Z 39.2 – 4.3 1.6 54.9
∆ % −52.8 −100.0 −44.2 100.0 100.0

Based on the database of zeolite structures published by the International Zeolite
Association (IZA), zeolite P presents a GIS framework type [15–17], i.e., this is a zeolite
topologically related to the mineral called gismondine, presenting a two-dimensional pore
system with two intersecting eight-membered oxygen ring channels [15,16]. Although
increasingly in disuse compared to other zeolites, due to this structure, zeolite P has
potential applications as a separator and adsorbent both at the industrial level and in
environmental technologies [7,9,18].

Considering that calcite does not contain silicon in its structure, the zeolite P developed
in this investigation would not have been formed solely from the chemical dissolution of the
amorphous phase, but also from opal-CT and quartz, minerals that in theory could present
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greater difficulties for it. In fact, according to the data in Table 2, the alkaline treatment has
been totally effective in dissolving the opal-CT in its entirety, while the original amorphous
phase has been wiped out by 52.8% and the quartz by 44.2%. These results refute what
has been published by other authors, such as Du et al. [9], who synthesized zeolite P
also from diatomite after previously removing all crystalline SiO2 by considering that the
latter could not intervene in zeolite formation, something that is not the case in this study.
Although opal-CT could have contributed all its SiO2 in the neoformation of zeolite P, its
original proportion is relatively low, so the amorphous phase can be considered as the one
that has released the most silicon involved in the zeolitization of the diatomite. However,
on the other hand, it should be noted that the volume of sediment obtained through the
hydrothermal synthesis was significantly lower than that of the raw material used. This
would indicate that zeolitization has been restricted, a priori, by the low aluminum content
of the diatomite and that, therefore, further investigation would be required including
some source of aluminum to react with the dissolved silicon.

3.2. N2 adsorption–Desorption Isotherms: Porosity and Surface Area

The graphs obtained from the N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms test are shown
in Figure 2. In the case of the Dt adsorption curve (Figure 2a), a slight increase in the
amount of N2 adsorbed is observed when the relative pressure is practically zero, and
then the adsorption increases at a low rate until approximately P/Po = 0.7. Above this
relative pressure, the adsorption rate increases up to about P/Po = 0.95, above which the
slope of the curve is again somewhat reduced. In the case of the Dt-Z adsorption curve
(Figure 2b), the pathway is similar to that of the Dt sample, with the largest differences
observed when P/Po > 0.7, with a less pronounced rise in the rate of adsorbed amount
and no final deceleration if compared with Dt. Despite this, during desorption a hysteresis
loop is observed for both Dt and Dt-Z, decoupling from the adsorption curve from relative
pressures of approximately 0.7 to 0.95 for Dt, and 0.5 to 0.95 for Dt-Z.
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The International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) defines six possible
types of adsorption isotherms, from which the type of the dominant porosity (if any) in the
sample can be deduced [19–22]. The Dt and Dt-Z isotherms would be classified within type
IV, typical of mesoporous materials, i.e., in theory, they would present a predominance
of pores with sizes between 2 and 50 nm according to the IUPAC [22,23]. In the case of
Dt, this type of isotherm (Figure 2a) differs from others for diatomites presented in the
literature [8], which show type I isotherms, typical of non-porous or macroporous materials.
Probably, the pretreatment at 550 ◦C may have helped to unclog the micro- and mesopores
in Dt, hence their curves show a different trajectory than expected. From the four types of
hysteresis loops classified by IUPAC [19,20,22], Dt presents the H1 type, which is typical
of materials with well-defined cylindrical-type porous channels or agglomerates of more
or less uniform spheres. For its part, Dt-Z exhibits an H3-type hysteresis loop, which is
usually linked to slit-shaped pores and non-rigid aggregates of plate-like particles [22].

The main characteristics deduced from the N2 isotherms test are summarized in
Table 3. As can be seen, the alkaline hydrothermal treatment has produced a substantial
increase in the specific surface area according to the BET method. SBET has increased from
39.4 m2/g for Dt to 62.6 m2/g for Dt-Z, which in percentage terms is almost a 60% increase
in specific surface area. This specific surface area value is slightly higher than the maximum
SBET obtained by Du et al. [9] in zeolites P also produced from diatomites (59.5 m2/g) by
using a more laborious method, which also included the addition of an aluminum source.

Table 3. Main properties deduced from N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms.

SBET (m2/g)
DFT Micro

(cm3/g)
BJH Cumulative Pore Volume (cm3/g) BJH Average Pore Width (Å)

Adsorption Desorption Average Adsorp. Desorp. Average

Dt 39.38 0.002 0.11 0.13 0.12 121.8 114.0 117.9
Dt-Z 62.57 0.005 0.10 0.13 0.11 67.8 74.3 71.0
∆% 58.9 124.6 −10.9 0.5 −4.9 −44.4 −34.8 −39.7

NOTE: SBET = specific surface area calculated according to the BET theory; DFT micro = microporosity volume
calculated according to the DFT theory, considering the cumulative pore volume < 20 Å. BJH results embrace both
micro- and mesoporosity.

Returning to the results of the present investigation, although the microporosity
(represented in this case as the accumulated volume of pores smaller than 2 nm) is not too
high in either sample, an increase is again observed, from 0.002 cm3/g in Dt to more than
double in Dt-Z (0.005 cm3/g). However, the data estimated from the BJH method indicate
that the total pore volume has hardly varied between both samples, even decreasing
slightly (−4.9%) this property in the Dt-Z sample with respect to the untreated diatomite.
The fact that the volume of accumulated porosity has hardly changed when applying the
hydrothermal treatment, while the specific surface area has increased is an indicator that
there has been a change in the pore size, so that in Dt-Z the pores would present a smaller
size, being also more numerous than in Dt as a result of the zeolitization process (Figure 3).
This is demonstrated not only in the increase in microporosity just mentioned, but also in
the mean pore size estimated with the BJH theory (Table 3), showing a reduction in pore
size of almost 40%, from 118 Å in Dt to 71 Å in Dt-Z (Figure 3).
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Although there is a predominance of mesoporosity over microporosity, as explained
in the previous section, according to the results of Figure 1 and Table 2, zeolitization of
Dt has been effectively carried out. In fact, this is consistent with other works already
published that show the obtaining of mesoporous zeolites from diatomite, such as that
of Servatan et al. [11] or the previously cited of Du et al. [9]. However, it should be
noted that the volume of sediment obtained was significantly lower than that of the raw
material used. This would indicate that zeolitization has been restricted, a priori, by the
low aluminum content of the diatomite and that, therefore, further investigation would be
required including some source of aluminum to react with the dissolved silicon.

3.3. FTIR Results: Endorsing the Findings on Zeolitization

The diagrams obtained by FTIR spectra are shown in Figure 4. Between 2950–3600 cm−1

there is a slight variation in the absorbance of Dt-Z which is practically negligible for Dt.
This band is related to hydration, namely to the H-O-H vibrations of stretching and bending
of the free water molecules, as well as those absorbed in the pores and adsorbed on the
particles’ surface [24–26]. Similarly, at 1597 cm−1 there is a band in Dt-Z, which is not
observed in Dt, and is attributable to the bending of water molecules bound to the zeolite
particles [2,27].

At 1044 cm−1 a band of high intensity is observed in Dt, which is associated with
asymmetric bending/stretching vibrations in T-O-(T) bonds, where T is Si or Al [11,28,29].
Considering the chemical composition of the Dt sample (Table 1), it is expected that
T is mostly silicon. In the case of Dt-Z this band appears somewhat shifted towards
smaller wavelengths, specifically at 957 cm−1. According to Milkey [30], this displacement
towards shorter wavelengths could be directly related to the inclusion of Al atoms in
the T-O-T bonds, to give rise not only to Si-O-Si bonds, but also Si-O-Al ones during the
formation of the zeolite P obtained. However, it must be taken into account that the sample
used has a low percentage of aluminum (3.8%; Table 1) and that no reagent has been
incorporated to increase its content, so that this type of Si-O-Al bonds would be, in theory,
less representative.
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Figure 4. FTIR spectrum bands of the diatomite waste (Dt) and the material obtained after the
hydrothermal synthesis (Dt-Z).

In the wavelength range between approximately 400 and 800 cm−1, a series of peaks
are seen that differ depending on the sample. In the non-hydrothermally treated diatomite,
bands at 777 cm−1 and 447 cm−1 stand out, with the presence also of a very low intensity
band at 599 cm−1. In contrast, the zeolitization process in Dt-Z is mainly associated with
a band at 589 cm−1 (of much higher intensity than that observed in Dt at 599 cm−1) and
another at 415 cm−1 (again shifted towards lower wavelengths with respect to that observed
in Dt at 447 cm−1), while between 650–800 cm−1 there is a succession of small peaks of
low intensity, with no evidence of the band at 777 cm−1 observed in Dt. All these bands
are related to symmetric stretching vibrations of the T-O-T bridge bonds described above,
with the exception of the bands at 447 cm−1 (Dt) and 415 cm−1 (Dt-Z), which are due to
bending vibrations in O-Si-O bonds, and to a lesser extent in O-Al-O (in the latter case,
linked mainly to the lower wavelengths of Dt-Z) [11,26,28].

Therefore, the FTIR spectra shown in Figure 4 corroborate the changes in the bonds be-
tween atoms occurred during the alkaline hydrothermal treatment leading to the formation
of zeolite P in the sediment obtained after treating the diatomite without any additional
reagents other than NaOH.

4. Conclusions

A simple approach has been presented to investigate the potential of brewing industry
diatomite-rich wastes with a Si/Al molar ratio of 17.4 as zeolite precursor. A 24 h hydrother-
mal treatment was applied using a 3M NaOH solution at low pressure and temperature
(80 ◦C). The main conclusions drawn from this investigation are the following:

• It has been demonstrated that it is possible to synthesize zeolites (in this case zeolite
P) from this type of raw materials without the addition of any aluminum supplying
component. Despite this, the volume of sediment obtained was significantly lower than
that of the raw material used, so further investigation would be required including
some source of aluminum to improve the protocol.

• Quantitative XRD tests have shown that the zeolitization process has been effective,
forming a material with 55% zeolite P from the hydrothermal transformation of both
the amorphous phase, the opal-CT and, to a lesser extent, the quartz present in
the original diatomite-rich residue. Such mineralogical transformations have been
corroborated through changes in the bands observed in the FTIR spectra.

• The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms tests have revealed that although the starting
diatomite presented a relatively high specific surface (39.4 m2/g), the zeolitization treat-
ment has involved a positive effect, increasing this property by almost 60% (62.6 m2/g).
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This specific surface area value is slightly higher than the maximum SBET obtained by
Du et al. [9] in zeolites P also produced from diatomites by applying a more laborious
method and with the addition of an Al source. Similarly, although the pore volume
has hardly changed, the treatment described has favored a reduction in its size by
almost 40%, from an average pore size of 118 Å to 71 Å. Therefore, the zeolite formed
would be fundamentally mesoporous, like others previously reported in the literature.

• This study shows only a first approach to obtain zeolites from diatomite wastes.
Therefore, the findings of this investigation could be useful for future research in order
to improve certain properties, such as increasing the purity of the zeolite obtained,
increasing its specific surface area and reducing the overall pore size.
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